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. We post dirty Imagines and pictures of Janoskians. submit your imagines. I do not do personal
requests! The Navigation Tab is your friend!Hello! Welcome to our wonderful little blog about the
Janoskians. You'll find imagines and the occasional oneshot here. Hope you enjoy! And, feel
free to submit . Only love can hurt like this (Luke Imagine) Pt. 2. You debated whether or not to
answer the call. Thinking of the pros and cons. You thought of the many different . A tumblr
dedicated to Janoskians Imagines. Send in requests. My name is Sofia and may I have a little
heated imagine with one of the Brooks twins? Thanx <3.Anonymous asked: Hi erm :) can u ship
me with one of the boys? Its okay if you dont want to but it would mean a lot if you did! Im 17 i
have brown hair, emerald . Hi my names Emma :) I do imagines, outfit preferences, how you.
,one shots and ships. I also do One Direction imagines, outfit preferences, how yous. , one .
Heya guys :) This blog (formerly known as wake-up-slutz-imagine) is just for all my. The stadium
is filled with loud, janoskian-crazed teenage girls, chanting the . Nov 9, 2014 . This is what I
imagine the last video being like.. q_q JANOSKIANATOR FOREVER!! Hello! Two girls (Erin
and Hannah) who are in love with the Janoskians and decided to write imagines! Put request in
our ask box and we'll get it to! Love you.Find GIFs with the latest and newest hashtags! Search,
discover and share your favorite Luke Janoskians Imagines GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY.
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